Diagnosis and management of Duchenne muscular dystrophy, part 1: diagnosis, and pharmacological and psychosocial management
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Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a severe, progressive disease that affects 1 in 3600–6000 live male births. Although guidelines are available for various aspects of DMD, comprehensive clinical care recommendations do not exist. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention selected 84 clinicians to develop care recommendations using the RAND Corporation–University of California Los Angeles Appropriateness Method. The DMD Care Considerations Working Group evaluated assessments and interventions used in the management of diagnostics, gastroenterology and nutrition, rehabilitation, and neuromuscular, psychosocial, cardiovascular, respiratory, orthopaedic, and surgical aspects of DMD. These recommendations, presented in two parts, are intended for the wide range of practitioners who care for individuals with DMD. They provide a framework for recognising the multisystem primary manifestations and secondary complications of DMD and for providing coordinated multidisciplinary care.

In part 1 of this Review, we describe the methods used to generate the recommendations, and the overall perspective on care, pharmacological treatment, and psychosocial management.

Introduction

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD; Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man [OMIM] reference 310200) is an X-linked disease that affects 1 in 3600–6000 live male births.1–3 Affected individuals can have mildly delayed motor milestones and most are unable to run and jump properly due to proximal muscle weakness, which also results in the use of the classic Gowers’ manoeuvre when arising from the floor. Most patients are diagnosed at approximately 5 years of age, when their physical ability diverges markedly from that of their peers.4 Untreated, muscle strength deteriorates, and boys require the use of a wheelchair before their teens. Respiratory, orthopaedic, and cardiac complications emerge, and without intervention, the mean age at death is around 19 years. Non-progressive cognitive dysfunction might also be present.5

DMD occurs as a result of mutations (mainly deletions) in the dystrophin gene (DMD; locus Xp21.2). Mutations lead to an absence of or defect in the protein dystrophin, which results in progressive muscle degeneration leading to loss of independent ambulation by the age of 13 years.6 Variable phenotypic expression relates mainly to the type of mutation and its effect on the production of dystrophin. Milder allelic forms of the disease also exist, including intermediate muscular dystrophy and Becker muscular dystrophy, which cause loss of ambulation at 13–16 years or over 16 years, respectively. With the use of corticosteroids to prolong ambulation, these boundaries are less distinct. However, that these phenotypes exist is important, and if progression is milder than expected for DMD, assessment for these alternative forms should be done. Some patients with dystrophin mutations also have an isolated cardiac phenotype.7–12 Approximately 10% of female carriers show some disease manifestations that might include or even exclusively affect cognitive and/or cardiac function.13–15 Although the disorder in affected girls is usually much milder than in boys, a few cases do have disease severity similar to that seen in affected boys.15–17 Apart from a few cases associated with chromosomal rearrangements, most girls are assumed to be affected as a result of skewed X inactivation.

The molecular basis of DMD has been known for over 20 years.16,17 Many promising therapeutic strategies have since been developed in animal models.18 Human trials of these strategies have started, leading to the hope of definitive treatments for this currently incurable disease.19 Although specific treatments for DMD have not yet reached the clinic, the natural history of the disease can be changed by the targeting of interventions to known manifestations and complications. Diagnosis can be swiftly reached; the family and child can be well supported, and individuals who have DMD can reach their full potential in education and employment. Corticosteroid, respiratory, cardiac, orthopaedic, and rehabilitative interventions have led to improvements in function, quality of life, health, and longevity, with children who are diagnosed today having the possibility of a life expectancy into their fourth decade.19–22

Advocacy organisations report variable and inconsistent health care for individuals with DMD. Although anticipatory and preventive clinical management of DMD is essential, recommendations exist in only a few areas. Addressing the many complications of DMD in a comprehensive and consistent way is crucial for planning multicentre trials, as well as for improving care worldwide.

The development and implementation of standardised care recommendations were initially emphasised by stakeholders in the DMD community, including government agencies, clinicians, scientists, volunteer...
An international coalition of 84 experienced practitioners, who represent the specialties involved in the delivery of DMD care, were nominated by their peers, and selected by the CDC and steering committee to serve on one or more panels. Experts independently rated interventions and assessments used in DMD management for appropriateness and necessity based on clinical scenarios presented in a matrix format. The matrices were developed from an extensive literature review for articles pertaining to interventions and assessments for DMD, augmented by expert opinion. Of the 1981 articles reviewed, the CDC used 489 articles in its final literature review. On completion of the literature review, the CDC and the expert panelists identified signs and symptoms that trigger the use of an assessment tool or intervention, and any clinical factors that should be taken into account. On the basis of expert input, the CDC organised the clinical factors and signs or symptoms into a matrix format. Each matrix addressed a particular assessment or intervention and included a clinical question, objective, or major presenting symptom (see webappendix for clinical scenarios reviewed).
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The multidisciplinary team and the toolkit

Each panel defined the toolkit of assessments and interventions applicable to DMD management (figure 1). The multidisciplinary approach to caring for patients with DMD and the range of expertise required are key features of this process. The patient and family should actively engage with the medical professional who coordinates clinical care. Depending on the patient’s circumstances, such as area/country of residence or insurance status, this role might be served by, but is not limited to, a neurologist or paediatric neurologist, rehabilitation specialist, neurogeneticist, paediatric orthopaedist, paediatrician, or primary-care physician. This physician must be aware of the potential issues and be able to access the interventions that are the foundations for proper care in DMD. These include health maintenance and proper monitoring of disease progression and complications to provide anticipatory, preventive care and optimum management. Input from different specialties and the emphasis of interventions will change as the disease progresses (figure 2).

**Figure 1:** Interdisciplinary management of DMD

Coordination of clinical care is a crucial component of the management of DMD. This care is best provided in a multidisciplinary care setting in which the individual and family can access expertise for the required multi-system management of DMD in a collaborative effort. A coordinated clinical care role can be provided by a wide range of health-care professionals depending on local services, including (but not limited to) neurologists or paediatric neurologists, rehabilitation specialists, neurogeneticists, paediatricians, and primary-care physicians. It is crucial that the person responsible for the coordination of clinical care is aware of the available assessments, tools, and interventions to proactively manage all potential issues involving DMD. ABG=arterial blood gas. ACE=angiotensin-converting enzyme. DMD=Duchenne muscular dystrophy. ECG=electrocardiogram. EGG=electroencephalogram. GC=glucocorticoids. GI=gastrointestinal. MEP=maximum expiratory pressure. MIP=maximum inspiratory pressure. PCF=peak cough flow. ROM=range of motion.
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## Stages of Disease and Care Considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1: Presymptomatic</th>
<th>Stage 2: Early ambulatory</th>
<th>Stage 3: Late ambulatory</th>
<th>Stage 4: Early non-ambulatory</th>
<th>Stage 5: Late non-ambulatory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can be diagnosed at this stage if creatine kinase found to be raised or if positive family history</td>
<td>Gowers’ sign</td>
<td>Increasingly laboured gait</td>
<td>Might be able to self propel for some time</td>
<td>Upper limb function and postural maintenance is increasingly limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might show developmental delay but no gait disturbance</td>
<td>Waddling gait</td>
<td>Losing ability to climb stairs and rise from floor</td>
<td>Able to maintain posture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Might be toe walking</td>
<td></td>
<td>Might develop scoliosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can climb stairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 2: Stages of Disease and Care Considerations

**ADL**=activities of daily living. **GCs**=glucocorticoids. **GI**=gastrointestinal. **TA**=tendo-Achilles.
At a practical level, management of the patient with DMD in the clinic requires a physically accessible environment and parking structure, with proper equipment (eg, mechanical hoist or sliding board) and trained personnel available for the safe transfer of the non-ambulatory patient. The expertise and means to obtain accurate measures of weight, height, and vital signs with appropriately trained staff are essential. Special weight scales that accommodate wheelchairs are available. Height measurements in patients with severe scoliosis are not accurate and can be replaced by arm-span measurements.

**Diagnosis of DMD**

The aim of care around diagnosis is to provide an accurate and prompt diagnosis, allowing initiation of appropriate interventions, continuing support and education, and minimising the length and impact of a potentially protracted diagnostic process. Diagnosis should be done by a neuromuscular specialist who can assess the child clinically and can rapidly access and interpret appropriate investigations in the context of the clinical presentation. Family follow-up and support after diagnosis will often be augmented by support from geneticists and genetic counsellors.

**When to suspect DMD**

Suspicion of the diagnosis of DMD (figure 3) should be considered irrespective of family history and is usually triggered in one of three ways: (1) most commonly, the observation of abnormal muscle function in a male child; (2) the detection of an increase in serum creatine kinase tested for unrelated indications; or (3) after the discovery of increased transaminases (aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase, which are produced by muscle as well as liver cells). The diagnosis of DMD should thus be considered before liver biopsy in any male child with increased transaminases. Initial symptoms might include delayed walking, frequent falls, or difficulty with running and climbing stairs. Although DMD is typically diagnosed at around 5 years of age, the diagnosis might be suspected much earlier because of delays in attainment of developmental milestones, such as independent walking or language; such delays have been documented prospectively by following patients with

---

**Figure 3:** Diagnosis of DMD: the pathway from suspicion of the diagnosis to its confirmation

In cases in which DMD is suspected, the route for further diagnostic testing depends on the increase in CK. In rare cases, a dystrophinopathy diagnosis could be confirmed by absent dystrophin protein on muscle biopsy even if all genetic testing is negative. If a dystrophinopathy diagnosis is not confirmed by either muscle biopsy or genetic testing, the diagnosis of alternative muscular dystrophies is complex and requires specialised input. CK=creatine kinase. DMD=Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
DMD identified by newborn screening. The presence of Gowers’ sign in a male child should trigger the diagnostic investigation of DMD, especially if the child also has a waddling gait. Toe walking might be present but is not additionally helpful in deciding whether to suspect DMD. In the presence of a positive family history of DMD, there should be a low threshold for testing creatine kinase, although this will be influenced by the age of the child. In a child less than 5 years of age, suspicion of DMD probably cannot be excluded completely by a normal muscle examination. However, with increasing age, a normal muscle examination renders the chance of a child having DMD progressively less likely. A boy older than 10 years of age with normal muscle function is thus highly unlikely to have DMD.

Confirmation of the diagnosis

The route to confirming the diagnosis (figure 3) depends on local availability of rapid and reliable testing, which must be interpreted alongside the clinical presentation owing to the range of severity possible with dystrophin mutations. Testing for a DMD mutation in a blood sample is always necessary even if DMD is first confirmed by the absence of dystrophin protein expression on muscle biopsy. The results of genetic testing provide the clinical information required for genetic counselling, prenatal diagnosis, and consideration for future mutation-specific therapies. Different types of mutations in DMD can be the genetic basis for DMD. The genetic tests commonly used to identify dystrophin mutations are multiplex PCR, multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification, single-condition amplification/internal primer, and multiplex amplifiable probe hybridisation. Multiplex PCR is widely available and the least expensive, but only detects deletions and does not cover the whole gene, so that a deletion might not always be fully characterised. Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification and amplifiable probe hybridisation will detect deletions and duplications and cover all exons, and single-condition amplification/internal primer will detect deletions and provide sequence data. None of these techniques is universally available.

If analysis by one or more of these techniques leads to the identification and full characterisation of a dystrophin mutation, then no further testing is required. If deletion/duplication testing is negative, then dystrophin gene sequencing should be done to look for point mutations or small deletions/insertions. Full characterisation of the mutation (deletion endpoints or exact position of any point mutation) is required to allow correlation of the predicted effect of the mutation on the reading frame of the gene, which is the major determinant of the phenotypic variability seen in dystrophinopathy, as well as to determine eligibility for the mutation-specific treatments currently in trials.

A muscle biopsy could be done, depending on the clinical situation, availability of genetic testing, and the facilities in the centre where the patient is seen. An open muscle biopsy is necessary if the differential diagnosis includes DMD among other diagnostic possibilities, such as other types of muscular dystrophy, so that adequate amounts of tissue will be available for further analysis. A needle biopsy might be appropriate if testing is only for DMD or if the clinician is skilled in taking multiple cores of tissue from paediatric patients. In those centres where it is done, the conchotome technique has the advantage of providing a larger sample than a single-core needle biopsy, and does not require an open surgical procedure.

The key tests done on the muscle biopsy for DMD are immunocytochemistry and immunoblotting for dystrophin, and should be interpreted by an experienced neuromuscular pathologist. A muscle biopsy can provide information on the amount and molecular size of dystrophin, as long as the protein is present. Differentiating total and partial absence of dystrophin can help to distinguish DMD from a milder dystrophinopathy phenotype. Electron microscopy is not required to confirm DMD.

Genetic testing after a positive biopsy diagnosis of DMD is mandatory. A muscle biopsy is not necessary if a genetic diagnosis is secured first, particularly as some families might view the procedure as traumatic. However, if genetic testing has been done and no mutation identified, but creatine kinase concentrations are increased and signs or symptoms consistent with DMD are present, then the next necessary diagnostic step is to do a muscle biopsy. This is also the case if there is a family history of DMD and a suspicion of the diagnosis, but no family mutation is known.

Whereas electromyography and nerve-conduction studies have been a traditional part of the assessment of a child with a suspected neuromuscular disorder, these tests are not believed by the expert panels to be now indicated or necessary for the specific assessment of DMD.

Neuromuscular and skeletal assessments

Clinical assessment in DMD includes taking a standard medical and family history and undertaking a physical examination, with a focus on the musculoskeletal system and related functional impairments. The neuromuscular specialist should be experienced in the expected disease course for DMD to understand the implications of a deviation from this course (eg, the possibility that a milder course might indicate a less severe dystrophinopathy or that more severe disease might suggest concomitant morbidity). This judgment will be informed by the results of regular assessments of disease progression (ie, strength, range of motion, posture, gait, timed testing), monitoring of ability to cope with activities of daily living, and application of motor function scales. These assessments, which are also used to inform decisions about therapeutic interventions and monitor response to therapy, are...
Pharmacological interventions for muscle strength and function

Pharmacological intervention has begun to change the natural history of DMD, and further advances and more effective treatment of the underlying pathology of DMD should continue to offer an improved course, potentially including small-molecule and gene therapies. The most devastating and obvious effect of DMD is on the skeletal musculature with resulting loss of strength and function.

**Pharmacological interventions**

Aims: to optimise strength and function, which include ambulation. Several panels have addressed treatments aimed at optimising strength and function, which include pharmacological interventions, such as glucocorticoids, and physical therapy interventions (discussed in part 2 of this Review) involving the use of gentle exercise and activity, and management of the musculoskeletal system to prevent/minimise contracture and deformity.

**Glucocorticoids**

Glucocorticoids are the only medication currently available that slows the decline in muscle strength and function in DMD, which in turn reduces the risk of scoliosis and stabilises pulmonary function. Cardiac function might also improve, with limited data to date indicating a slower decline in echocardiographic measures of cardiac dysfunction, although these measures are not necessarily predictive of the delay in cardiac symptoms, signs, or cardiac-related mortality.

Initial RCTs in patients treated with prednisone for up to 6 months showed an improvement in muscle strength, with 0.75 mg/kg daily having the most favourable profile. Use of a higher dose of 1.5 mg/kg daily was less beneficial. Daily administration was more effective than treatment on alternate days. Prednisolone is often used in Europe instead of prednisone. Deflazacort, a similar glucocorticoid available in many countries, but not currently approved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Aim of testing</th>
<th>Ambulatory</th>
<th>Non-ambulatory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strength testing</td>
<td>Quantitative myometry (beneficial if muscle strength 3-5 on MRC scale)</td>
<td>Manual muscle testing (MRC scale) (beneficial if muscle strength 3-5 on MRC scale)</td>
<td>Serial assessment: to identify outliers from expected clinical course; to monitor disease progression and predict functional losses; to assess response to treatment; and to monitor muscle imbalance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of motion</td>
<td>Goniometry (beneficial if hypoextensibility and joint contractures that might contribute to functional deterioration or musculoskeletal or integumentary problems) To identify need for additional or altered therapeutic/surgical intervention (ie, orthoses, splinting, use of standers, iliotibial band lengthening)</td>
<td>Baseline: to identify emerging muscle hypoextensibility and joint contractures that might contribute to lead to functional deterioration or musculoskeletal or integumentary problems</td>
<td>Lower extremities: hip, knee, ankle joints, iliotibial band, hamstrings, gastrocnemius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timed testing</td>
<td>Standardised use of timed function tests (beneficial if daily living skills are not compromised)</td>
<td>Easy and relevant measure of daily functional status; responsive to change</td>
<td>Timed 10 m walk, timed Gowers maneuver, time to climb 4 stairs, time to rise from chair, 6-min walk test Time to put on a shirt might be relevant in late ambulatory stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities of daily living</td>
<td>Assessment of impairment in daily activities in the home, school, and community settings</td>
<td>Highly relevant to targeted input with aids, adaptations, and access to environmental controls</td>
<td>Frequency of falls, step activity monitoring, self-care skills, writing, computer use Functioning in school and community settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor function scales</td>
<td>Assessment of motor function in specific domains to give a composite score</td>
<td>Allows monitoring of progression and response to therapy</td>
<td>Vignos lower extremity scale, North Star Ambulatory Assessment, motor function measure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Routine clinic appointments should be every 6 months, unless otherwise specified. Specialist physical and occupational therapy assessments are recommended every 4 months. MRC=UK Medical Research Council. *Although the panel found these tests to be appropriate assessment tools, they are used more typically in research than in clinical settings.

Table 1: Suggested neuromuscular assessments for patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
for use by the US Food and Drug Administration or the CDC in the USA, has been shown to have a similar efficacy at a daily dose of 0.9 mg/kg and has a slightly different chronic risk profile.67,68

Subsequent longer term studies on the use of prednisone/prednisolone and deflazacort have focused more on their effect in prolonging ambulation than on the short-term improvement in strength (ie, decline in motor function still occurs, but more slowly).69,70 More recently, continued treatment after the patient becomes non-ambulatory has also shown reduction in the risk of progressive scoliosis and stabilisation of pulmonary function test variables.51,62

On the basis of this convincing literature, practice parameter guidelines, and personal experience, the panel strongly urges consideration of glucocorticoid therapy in all patients who have DMD.59 The rest of this section provides guidance on what clinical information is necessary to determine when to start glucocorticoid medication and how to monitor and manage side-effects.

The goal of the use of glucocorticoids in the ambulatory child is the preservation of ambulation and the mini-misation of later respiratory, cardiac, and orthopaedic complications, taking into account the well-described risks associated with chronic glucocorticoid admin-istration. If such issues are pre-existing, the risk of side-effects might be increased (table 2). Particular care needs to be taken with such patients in deciding which glucocorticoid to choose, when to initiate treatment, and how best to monitor the child for any problems. A high index of suspicion for steroid-related side-effects needs to be maintained at all times. Prevention and management of side-effects needs to be proactive.79 Families should be provided with a steroid card or similar notification that the child is on steroids, listing emergency-care consi-derations in the setting of acute medical presentation, fracture, serious infection, need for surgery, or general anaesthesia, to alert any medical professional with whom the child might come into contact.

Initiation of glucocorticoid therapy
No generally accepted guidelines exist in the literature about the best time to initiate glucocorticoid therapy in an ambulatory boy with DMD. The panel’s opinion, derived through the RAM process, is that the timing of initiation of glucocorticoid therapy must be an individual decision, based on functional state and also considering age and pre-existing risk factors for adverse side-effects. Recognition of the three phases of motor function in DMD (making progress, plateau, and decline) helps the clinician to make this decision (figure 4). In all cases, the recommended national immunisation schedule should be complete and varicella immunity should be established before steroids are started.

Initiation of glucocorticoid treatment is not recommended for a child who is still gaining motor skills, especially when he is under 2 years of age. The typical boy with DMD continues to make progress in motor skills until approximately age 4–6 years, albeit at a slower rate than his peers.61 The eventual use of glucocorticoids should be discussed with caregivers at this stage, in anticipation of the plateau in motor skills and subsequent decline. The plateau phase, which might last only a few months, can be identified when there is no longer progress in motor skills, but prior to decline, as determined by history and timed testing (table 1). The child who takes longer in timed testing, loses a skill (such as climbing stairs), shows less endurance, or has more falls, is in a decline phase. Once the plateau phase has been clearly identified, usually at age 4–8 years, the clinician should propose initiation of glucocorticoids unless there are substantial reasons (such as major pre-existing risk factors for side-effects) to wait until the decline phase. Starting steroids when in the full decline phase or when ambulation is more marginal is still recommended, but might be of more limited benefit.

These recommendations for when to initiate glucocorticoid treatment should be interpreted as a minimum threshold. Some practitioners favour a more aggressive approach with earlier initiation of treatment when clinical symptoms first appear, although there are no published data to support this, so the panel did not believe it appropriate to endorse earlier glucocorticoid treatment.

Because the decision to initiate glucocorticoids is based on serial assessment as well as parental report, additional care is required in initiating glucocorticoid therapy at an initial visit or at a second-opinion consultation. The assessment of the child’s course of motor function (making progress, plateau, and decline) is based purely on the caregiver’s history at a first visit, so care should be exercised in making such conclusions in a child aged under 6 years. If glucocorticoids are initiated at a first visit, we suggest that a physician be identified at that time who will be in charge of monitoring the child, particularly if the physician making the recommendation cannot fulfil this role.

Long-term use of glucocorticoids requires much commitment on the part of the family. Essential issues for discussions should include potential side-effects, the obligation to closely monitor and manage any adverse issues that might arise, and the requirement to have the child followed closely by their primary-care physician and specialty health-care team.

Use of glucocorticoids after loss of ambulation
In patients who have used glucocorticoids while ambulatory, many experts continue medication after loss of ambulation,46 with the goal of preserving upper limb strength, reducing progression of scoliosis, and delaying decline in respiratory and cardiac function.29,33,42

Indications for initiation of glucocorticoids in non-ambulatory patients are more relative than absolute. The effectiveness of glucocorticoid treatment in
preventing scoliosis or in stabilising cardiac or respiratory function in this setting is not known; this issue thus warrants further study. However, limited data from trials suggest short-term stabilisation of pulmonary function in the early non-ambulatory patient.\(^6\) If the patient and caregiver request the initiation of steroids, daily dosing is indicated if there is a stable functional course. A daily dose is also appropriate in the presence of declining function. However, there is greater need in this group to consider the effect of pre-existing risk factors, such as age, obesity, and smoking. If the patient and caregiver request the initiation of steroids, daily dosing is indicated if there is a stable functional course. A daily dose is also appropriate in the presence of declining function. However, there is greater need in this group to consider the effect of pre-existing risk factors, such as age, obesity, and smoking.

**Table 2: Recommended monitoring and intervention for GC side-effects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constitutional and cosmetic</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cushingoid features, obesity(^7)</td>
<td>Particular vigilance needed if patient, parents, or siblings are obese. Dietary advice to be reinforced before starting steroids; warn about increased appetite.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirsutism(^8)</td>
<td>Forewarn parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acne, tinea, warts</td>
<td>More notable in teenagers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth retardation(^9)</td>
<td>Monitor height at least every 6 months as part of general care (stature tends to be small in DMD even without steroid treatment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed puberty</td>
<td>Monitor Tanner stage Identify any family history of delayed sexual maturation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adverse behavioural changes**\(^10\) | Identify any baseline mood, temperament, ADHD issues, and advise parents that these often transiently worsens in the initial 6 weeks on GC therapy. |

**Immune/adrenal suppression\(^6\)** | Advise parents of risk of serious infection and need to promptly address minor infection. Advise parents to inform all medical personnel that their child is on steroids and carry steroid alert card. Ensure that the GC is not stopped abruptly. |

**Hypertension\(^7\)** | Monitor blood pressure as percentile for height and sex at each clinic visit. |

**Glucose intolerance** | Urine dipstick for glucose at clinic visits Enquire about polyuria, polydipsia. |

**GERD** | Enquire about GERD symptoms (heartburn) Advise parents to report symptoms. |

**Peptic ulcer disease**\(^8\) | Advise parents of risk and to report symptoms History of gastritis, GERD, abdominal pain, or faecal blood. Test stool for blood if anaemic or suggestive history. |

**Cataracts** | Annual ophthalmological examination |

**Bone mineralisation and increased fracture risk**\(^8,9\) | Take careful fracture history Annual DEXA scan on bone density. Annual monitoring of 25-hydroxy vitamin D blood concentration (ideally late winter in seasonal climates) and supplementation with vitamin D3 if level is <32 nmol/L. Dietitian should assess calcium and vitamin D intake. |

**Myoglobinuria**\(^9\) | Enquire about abnormal colouration of urine after exercise, urine testing. |

Common chronic side-effects of high-dose GC administration in growing children are listed for the ambulatory and non-ambulatory patient who has DMD, assuming typical initiation of prednisone or deflazacort at age 6 years (±2) and continued use on a daily schedule.\(^10\) Reduction in dose is necessary if side-effects are unmanageable or intolerable. If this is unsuccessful, then further reduction or change to another dosing regimen is necessary before abandoning treatment altogether (figure 5). Close monitoring for side-effects is important, especially within the initial 6 months of treatment. ACE=angiotensin converting enzyme. ADHD=attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. DEXA=dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry. DMD=Duchenne muscular dystrophy. GC=glucocorticoid. GERD=gastroesophageal reflux disease. NSAID=non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. *See part 2 of this Review (figure 1).
Glucocorticoid regimens and dosing

The conclusion derived through the RAM process was that daily use of a glucocorticoid is preferred to alternative regimes (ie, alternate day, high-dose weekend, or a 10-day “on” cycling with 10 or 20 days “off”; table 3). Newer data from continuing and future studies might lead to modifications in this recommendation.82

Prednisone (prednisolone) and deflazacort are believed to work similarly and neither one has a clearly superior effect on altering the decline in motor, respiratory, or cardiac function in DMD.19,20,59 The choice of which glucocorticoid to use depends on legal availability, cost, formulation, and perceived side-effect profiles (figure 4).19,20,59,68 Prednisone is inexpensive and available in a tablet and liquid formulation. Deflazacort, where available, is more expensive and available in fewer tablet sizes, and the liquid formulation is not widely available. Deflazacort might be preferred to prednisone for some patients because of the likely lower risk of weight gain.70,71,73,79

The recommended starting dose for prednisone in ambulatory boys is 0·75 mg/kg daily and for deflazacort is 0·9 mg/kg daily, given in the morning.19,20,59 Some patients experience transient behavioural issues (eg, hyperactivity, emotional lability) for a few hours after the medication is given. For these children, administration of the medication in the afternoon following school might be preferred. In general, higher doses of glucocorticoid are no more effective. The minimum effective dose that shows some benefit (albeit not to the maximum extent possible) is believed to be 0·3 mg/kg daily for prednisone.20,64 On the basis of the usual doses used in those who have continued use of steroids from the ambulatory phase, 0·3–0·6 mg/kg daily might be an option. There are no data or a panel consensus on the

**Figure 4:** Schema for initiation and management of GC medication in Duchenne muscular dystrophy59,68,80

See table 2 for more on monitoring side-effects. BMD=Becker muscular dystrophy. GC=glucocorticoid.
Attentive management of side-effects is crucial once a child has started chronic steroid therapy. Although steroid therapy is currently the mainstay of medication for DMD, it should not be undertaken casually by the health-care provider or family and should be managed in clinics with appropriate expertise. Setting parameters for the management of the growing child with DMD on chronic glucocorticoid therapy can help to determine the frequency of dosing and dose adjustment (figure 4). Table 2 summarises the main side-effects to be monitored and useful interventions to counteract them.

Maintenance of a daily schedule is appropriate when the child’s motor function is stable or in decline and if any glucocorticoid side-effects are manageable and tolerable. If a daily-dosing schedule generates unmanageable and/or intolerable side-effects that are not ameliorated by a reduction in dose at least once, then it is appropriate to change to an alternative regimen (table 3). If, however, any glucocorticoid side-effects are unmanageable and/or not tolerable, then an increase in glucocorticoid dose for growth or declining function is inappropriate, and in fact, a decrease in dose is necessary, whether motor function is stable or in decline. This applies to all dosing regimens. A reduction of approximately 25–33% is suggested, with a reassessment by phone or clinical visit in 1 month to determine whether side-effects have been controlled. If obesity is of concern, then the physician should consider switching treatment from prednisone to deflazacort (table 2). Glucocorticoid therapy should not be abandoned even if side-effects are not manageable and/or tolerable until at least one dose reduction and change to an alternative regimen has been pursued. This recommendation holds for both ambulatory and non-ambulatory patients. However, should adjustments to the glucocorticoid dosing and/or schedule regimens prove ineffective in making any significant side-effects sufficiently manageable and tolerable, then it is necessary to discontinue glucocorticoid therapy, irrespective of the state of motor function. These decisions need to be made individually in partnership with the child and family, because tolerability of side-effects compared to perceived benefit is an individual judgment. Figure 4 and table 2 provide more details on specific issues and management recommendations.

### Table 3: Alternative GC dosing strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prednisone dose*</th>
<th>Deflazacort dose*</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>In case of side-effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternate day</td>
<td>0.75–1.25 mg/kg every other day</td>
<td>2 mg/kg every other day</td>
<td>Less effective but consider when a daily schedule has side-effects that are not effectively managed or tolerated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-dose weekend</td>
<td>5 mg/kg given each Friday and Saturday</td>
<td>Not yet tested</td>
<td>Less data on effectiveness as compared to a daily schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent</td>
<td>0.75 mg/kg for 10 days alternating with 10–20 days off medication</td>
<td>0.6 mg/kg on days 1–20 and none for the remainder of the month</td>
<td>Less effective but has fewer side-effects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No set dose ranges have been clearly accepted as optimum.

**GC**=glucocorticoid.
contractures in individuals with DMD and is thought to be inappropriate. No recommendations for the use of creatine were established. An RCT of creatine in DMD failed to show a clear benefit. If a patient is taking creatine and has evidence of renal dysfunction, it is necessary to discontinue this supplement.

Supplements, such as coenzyme Q10, carnitine, aminoacids (glutamine, arginine), anti-inflammatories/anti-oxidants (fish oil, vitamin E, green-tea extract), and others, are being used by some parents and are endorsed by some practitioners. In the absence of supportive data from the literature or expert opinion consensus from these panels, we make no recommendations for the use of supplements. The expert panels also did not rate the value of potential disease-modifying drugs, such as pentoxifylline or various herbal or botanical agents. This was identified as an area for which additional research is needed. Active involvement of families in activities that help with the advancement of knowledge about DMD, such as patient registries and clinical trials, was encouraged.

**Psychosocial management**

The medical care of a patient who has DMD and his family is not complete without support for their psychosocial wellbeing. For many parents, the stress caused by the psychosocial problems of their child exceeds the stress associated with the physical aspects of the disease. Needs vary with the age of the patient and stage of disease (figure 2), but several general statements are valid.

DMD is a multilevel/multisystem disease. Biological factors (including the lack of dystrophin and/or its isoforms and the subsequent effect on brain development and functioning), social and emotional factors, and treatment factors (eg, glucocorticoids) can all play a part in psychosocial health. Although most psychosocial issues are not unique to DMD, patients with DMD are at increased risk for problems in these areas. The psychosocial difficulties that are observed in DMD should be treated with the same effective, evidence-based interventions that are used in the general population, with a strong emphasis on prevention and early intervention, because this will maximise potential outcome.

In general, psychosocial adjustment of boys with DMD is similar to that for other chronic medical conditions. However, some specific areas of risk are of particular concern. Difficulties in social functioning might be due to biologically based deficits in specific cognitive skills, such as social reciprocity, social judgment, perspective taking, and affective discrimination, whereas the consequences of DMD (ie, physical limitations) might result in social isolation, social withdrawal, and reduced access to social activities. The pattern of speech and language deficits, including those in language development, short-term verbal memory, and phonological processing, as well as cognitive delays, including impaired intelligence and specific learning disorders, are well documented. There is also increased risk for neurobehavioural and neurodevelopmental disorders, including autism spectrum disorders, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, and obsessive-compulsive disorder. Problems might be encountered with emotional adjustment and depression. Anxiety might also be an issue and can be exacerbated by cognitive deficits in mental flexibility and adaptability (ie, overly-rigid thought processes). Similarly, deficits in mental flexibility and emotional regulation can result in oppositional/argumenative behaviour and explosive temper problems. Increased rates of depression in parents of children who have DMD underscore the need for assessment and support of the entire family.

**Assessments**

Crucial times to consider assessments include the time around diagnosis (for some families, a 6–12-month window will be needed for some assessments to allow for…

---

**Panel 1: Psychosocial assessments**

**Emotional adjustment/coping**
- Brief screening of emotional status is strongly recommended at every clinic visit or on an annual basis at a minimum
- Emotional adjustment screening can be informal in nature and does not require a comprehensive assessment
- Use of short standardised rating scales is appropriate and might be helpful
- Could be completed by a social worker or mental health professional or by other clinical staff with sufficient training in this area (eg, attending physician, nurse)

**Neurocognitive**
- Comprehensive developmental (children ≤4 years old) or neuropsychological (children ≥5 years old) assessment is recommended at or near time of diagnosis and prior to entering formal schooling
- Standardised performance-based tests and parent/patient rating scales should be used
- Should be done by a neuropsychologist or other professional with expertise in brain functioning and development within the context of medical conditions

**Speech and language**
Assessment for speech and language therapy services is necessary for:
- Younger children who present with suspected delays in speech and/or language development (as identified by caregiver or because of professional concerns)
- Older patients who present with loss or impairment of functional communication ability

**Autism spectrum disorders**
- Screening is necessary in children with DMD who are suspected of having language delays, restricted or repetitive behaviour patterns, or deficits in social functioning (as identified by caregiver or because of professional concerns)
- Necessary to refer to an experienced professional for comprehensive assessment and management of an autism spectrum disorder following positive screening or if ongoing concerns exist

**Social work**
- Assessment of the caregivers and family by a social-services professional is necessary
- A social services professional is defined as a clinical social worker or other professional who is sufficiently trained and qualified to assess and address emotional adjustment and coping, who has access to financial resources and programmes and social support networks, and who has an understanding/awareness of DMD

DMD=Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
adjustment after diagnosis), before entering school, and after a change in function. Although not every clinic will have direct access to all assessments and interventions listed (panels 1 and 2), we hope that these recommendations can serve as a guide to filling gaps in clinical staff and directing referrals, where appropriate. Assessments are targeted at the areas of emotional adjustment and coping, neurocognitive functioning, speech and language development, the possible presence of autism spectrum disorders, and social support. Routine screening of psychosocial wellbeing in the patient, parents, and siblings is necessary.

Interventions
Interventions will depend on the individual, but should be available to meet a broad spectrum of needs. Of crucial importance to patient/family psychosocial health is the designation of a care coordinator who can serve as a point of contact for families and who has sufficient knowledge and background in neuromuscular disorders to be able to meet the family’s information needs. Proactive intervention to help families and patients avoid the social problems and social isolation that occur in the context of DMD is necessary (panel 2).

Development of an individual education plan for all children with DMD in collaboration with their parents and schools is necessary to address potential learning problems. In addition, this will help with modification of activities that might otherwise prove harmful to the child’s muscles (eg, physical education) or might lead to reduced energy/fatigue (eg, walking long distances to and from lunch) or safety (eg, playground activities) and accessibility issues. Promoting patient independence and involvement in decision making (ie, as it relates to their medical care) is also necessary.

Psychotherapeutic interventions should be considered for the treatment of moderate to severe psychiatric symptoms as part of a multimodal treatment plan that includes appropriate psychotherapies and educational interventions. Standard prescribing practices and guidelines apply, with additional considerations focused on the patient’s cardiac status and drug interactions and side-effects when combined with other medications (eg, weight gain and glucocorticoids), and the patient’s general medical condition. Close monitoring with systematic, routine follow-up is highly recommended, including consultation with the appropriate specialist if concerns arise.

Supportive care is appropriate to relieve or prevent suffering and to improve quality of life in patients who have DMD, as needed. In addition to pain management, palliative care teams might also be able to provide emotional and spiritual support, assist families in clarifying treatment goals and making difficult medical decisions, facilitate communication between families and medical teams, and address issues related to grief, loss, and bereavement.

Panel 2: Psychosocial interventions

Psychotherapy
- Parental management training: recommended for externalising behaviours (eg, noncompliance/disruptive behaviour and parent-child conflict)
- Individual therapy: recommended for internalising behaviours (eg, low self-esteem and depression, anxiety, and obsessive-compulsive disorder, adjustment and coping difficulties)
- Group therapy: recommended for social skills deficits
- Family therapy: recommended for adjustment and coping difficulties and parent-child conflict
- Applied behaviour analysis: recommended for specific behaviours related to autism

Pharmacological interventions
- Selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors for depression, anxiety, obsessive-compulsive disorder
- Mood stabilisers for aggression, anger/emotional dysregulation
- Stimulants for attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder

Social interaction interventions
- Increasing DMD awareness and knowledge among school personnel
- Peer education about DMD
- Social skills training (as needed to address deficits in this area)
- Modified/adapted sports, summer camps, and youth groups/programmes
- Art groups, equestrian, and aqua therapies, use of service dogs, nature programmes, and internet/chat rooms, among others
- Promoting patient independence and self-advocacy

Educational interventions
- Neuropsychological assessment at diagnosis and before entering school
- Individualised education programme on entering school
- Measures to address deficits as they are identified

Care/support interventions
- Care coordinator: serves as a point of contact for the family to meet family information needs, schedule and coordinate appointments, and facilitate communication with clinicians, etc; should be a professional with a sufficient level of training regarding clinical care for DMD
- Home health-care services: should be used if a patient’s health is at risk because sufficient care cannot be provided in their current setting or circumstances; might also be appropriate in other situations when the current care providers cannot sufficiently meet the patient’s care needs
- Transition planning: encouraging self-advocacy in medical care, facilitating transfer to a new medical care team, and developing educational and vocational opportunities
- Palliative care: appropriate for pain management, as needed; emotional and spiritual support; and guidance for treatment and medical decisions
- Hospice care: necessary for end-stage patients

DMD= Duchenne muscular dystrophy.

Conclusions
The recommendations presented in the two parts of this Review represent the outcome of an international collaboration of clinical experts working to inform optimum care for DMD. Because of a paucity of data from RCTs for DMD (a common situation in rare disorders), a well-established method was chosen to generate statements about the appropriateness or
inappropriateness and necessity of clinical interventions. RAM offers several benefits compared with other consensus-based methods, including evidence-based generation of the questions to be addressed, independent appraisal of the options followed by group discussion, and several rounds of iteration. A further advantage was the systematic evaluation of distinct clinical scenarios, mimicking as much as possible the clinical decision-making process in all its complexity.

This first part of the care recommendations generated by use of this method emphasises the overall ethos of multidisciplinary care for DMD and goes on to discuss the detail of diagnosis, pharmacological, and psychosocial management. Precise genetic diagnosis is now the gold standard for diagnosis of DMD, and here we recommend that it should be actively sought in all cases. The future possibility of mutation-specific therapies (currently in phase 1 and 2 clinical trials) adds a further urgency to the need for this kind of technology to be universally available. As genetic technologies change, in particular with the development of high-throughput diagnostics, this algorithm should become more straightforward.

The pharmacological mainstay of neuromuscular management in DMD is the use of glucocorticoids. Data from RCTs support their use, although treatment regimens are highly variable across different countries and different clinics. Further trials of glucocorticoids and management of their side-effects are likely to augment our knowledge of their optimum use. In the meantime, these guidelines provide a framework for glucocorticoid use that allows greater consistency—a point that is of importance not only for current patient care, but in the context of the planning of multicentre trials of other novel therapies, which are allowing the baseline use of steroids as part of the standard of care.

Despite many studies reporting that both behavioural and learning issues are important for patients with DMD and their families, few publications have provided pragmatic guidelines on psychosocial care in this condition. Providing support for these kinds of issues is frequently a challenge within a medically orientated care structure, but these recommendations clearly put this element of care at the centre of management, with an emphasis on anticipatory interventions, and suggest that measurement of impact on these areas will be a significant challenge as the field moves towards clinical trials.

In the second part of this Review, the discussion focuses on the role of rehabilitation, cardiovascular, gastroenterology/nutrition, orthopaedic/surgical, and respiratory specialities in DMD, so that together the two Reviews can provide a comprehensive and current guide to management in this condition.
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Diagnosis and management of Duchenne muscular dystrophy, part 2: implementation of multidisciplinary care

Katharine Bushby, Richard Finkel, David J Birnkrant, Laura E Case, Paula R Clemens, Linda Cripe, Ajay Kaul, Kathi Kinnett, Craig McDonald, Shree Pandya, James Poysky, Frederic Shapiro, Jean Tomaszko, Carolyn Constantini, for the DMD Care Considerations Working Group*

Optimum management of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) requires a multidisciplinary approach that focuses on anticipatory and preventive measures as well as active interventions to address the primary and secondary aspects of the disorder. Implementing comprehensive management strategies can favourably alter the natural history of the disease and improve function, quality of life, and longevity. Standardised care can also facilitate planning for multicentre trials and help with the identification of areas in which care can be improved. Here, we present a comprehensive set of DMD care recommendations for management of rehabilitation, orthopaedic, respiratory, cardiovascular, gastroenterology/nutrition, and pain issues, as well as general surgical and emergency-room precautions. Together with part 1 of this Review, which focuses on diagnosis, pharmacological treatment, and psychosocial care, these recommendations allow diagnosis and management to occur in a coordinated multidisciplinary fashion.

Introduction
In part 1 of this Review, the importance of multidisciplinary care was underscored in the context of diagnosis and pharmacological and psychosocial management of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), emphasising that no one aspect of the care of this disease can be taken in isolation. This model of care emphasises the value of multidisciplinary involvement to anticipate early changes in many systems and to manage the wide spectrum of complications that can be predicted in DMD. We applied this model of care to the patient and family across the different stages of the disease. The optimum delivery of care by rehabilitation, cardiovascular, gastroenterology/nutrition, orthopaedic/surgical, and respiratory specialties is presented in this second part of the Review. As before, the RAND Corporation–University of California Los Angeles Appropriateness Method was used (full details of the methods are described in part 1 of this Review).

Management of muscle extensibility and joint contractures
Decreased muscle extensibility and joint contractures in DMD occur as a result of various factors, including loss of ability to actively move a joint through its full range of motion, static positioning in a position of flexion, muscle imbalance about a joint, and fibrotic changes in muscle tissue. The maintenance of good ranges of movement and bilateral symmetry are important to allow optimum movement and functional positioning, to maintain ambulation, prevent development of fixed deformities, and maintain skin integrity.

The management of joint contractures requires input from neuromuscular specialists, physical therapists, rehabilitation physicians, and orthopaedic surgeons. Programmes to prevent contractures are usually monitored and implemented by a physical therapist and tailored to individual needs, stage of the disease, response to therapy, and tolerance. Local care needs to be augmented by guidance from a specialist every 4 months.

Physical therapy interventions
Stretching and positioning
Effective stretching of the musculotendinous unit requires a combination of interventions, including active stretching, active-assisted stretching, passive stretching, and prolonged elongation using positioning, splinting, orthoses, and standing devices. As standing and walking become more difficult, standing programmes are recommended.

Active, active-assisted, and/or passive stretching to prevent or minimise contractures should be done a minimum of 4–6 days per week for any specific joint or muscle group. Stretching should be done at home and/or school, as well as in the clinic.

During both the ambulatory and non-ambulatory phases, regular stretching at the ankle, knee, and hip is necessary. During the non-ambulatory phase, regular stretching of the upper extremities, including the long finger flexors and wrist, elbow, and shoulder joints, also becomes necessary. Additional areas that require stretching can be identified by individual examination.

Assistive devices for musculoskeletal management
Orthoses
Prevention of contractures also relies on resting orthoses—joint positioning, and standing programmes. Resting ankle–foot orthoses (AFOs) used at night can help to prevent or minimise progressive equinus contractures and are appropriate throughout life. AFOs should be custom-moulded and fabricated for comfort and optimum foot and ankle alignment. Knee–ankle–foot orthoses (KAFOs; eg, long leg braces or callipers) for prevention of contracture and deformity can be of value in the late ambulatory and early non-ambulatory stages to allow standing and limited ambulation for therapeutic purposes, but might not be well tolerated at night. Use of AFOs during the daytime can be appropriate for full-time wheelchair users. Resting hand splints for patients with tight long finger flexors are appropriate.
Surgical intervention for lower-limb contractures

No unequivocal situations exist in which lower-limb contracture surgery is invariably indicated. If lower-limb contractures are present despite range-of-motion exercises and splinting, there are certain scenarios in which surgery can be considered. In such cases, the approach must be strictly individualised.

Joints most amenable to surgical correction, and even subsequent bracing, are the ankles, and to a slightly lesser extent, the knees. The hip responds poorly to surgery for fixed flexion contractures and cannot be effectively braced. Surgical release or lengthening of the iliopsoas muscle and other hip flexors might further weaken these muscles and make the patient unable to walk, even with contracture correction. In ambulant patients, hip deformity often corrects itself if knees and ankles are straightened because hip flexion and lumbar lordosis might be compensatory and not fixed.

Various surgical options exist, none of which could be recommended above any other. Options for surgery will depend on individual circumstances, but there can be a role for surgery in the ambulatory and non-ambulatory phases.

Early ambulatory phase

Procedures for early contractures including heel-cord (tendo-Achillis) lengthenings for equinus contractures, hamstring tendon lengthenings for knee-flexion contractures, anterior hip-muscle releases for hip-flexion contractures, and even excision of the iliobibial band for hip-abduction contractures have been performed in patients as young as 4–7 years. Some clinics even recommend that the procedures are done before contractures develop. However, this approach, developed 20–25 years ago in an attempt to balance musculature when muscle strength is good, is not widely practised today but does still have some proponents.

Middle ambulatory phase

Interventions in this phase are designed to prolong ambulation because a contracted joint can limit walking, even if overall limb musculature has sufficient strength. There is some evidence to suggest that walking can be prolonged by surgical intervention for 1–3 years, but consensus on surgical correction of contractures for prolonging ambulation is difficult because it is hard to assess objectively the results reported. Non-operated patients who are not on steroids lose ambulation over a wide range of ages. Consequently, use of mean age as a comparator for a particular intervention is not statistically relevant if small numbers are compared. We found that few studies have addressed the fact that, rather than a sudden loss of ambulation, walking ability gradually decreases over a 1–2-year period. This makes it difficult to assess prolongation of walking with specific interventions. Prolonging ambulation by use of steroids has, for the moment, further increased uncertainty of the value of contracture corrective surgery. Bearing these considerations in mind, certain recommendations can be offered to prolong the period of walking, irrespective of steroid status. Muscle strength and range of motion around individual joints should be considered before deciding on surgery.

Approaches to lower-extremity surgery to maintain walking include bilateral multi-level (hip–knee–ankle) procedures, bilateral single-level (ankle) procedures, and, rarely, unilateral single-level (ankle) procedures for asymmetric involvement. The surgeries involve tendon lengthening, tendon transfer, tenotomy (cutting the tendon), along with release of fibrotic joint contractures (ankle) or removal of tight fibrous bands (iliotibial band at lateral thigh from hip to knee). Single-level surgery (eg, correction of ankle equinus deformity >20°) is not indicated if there are knee flexion contractures of 10° or greater and quadriiceps strength of grade 3/5 or less. Equinus foot deformity (toe-walking) and varus foot deformities (severe inversion) can be corrected by heel-cord lengthening and tibialis posterior tendon transfer through the interosseous membrane onto the dorsolateral aspect of the foot to change plantar flexion–inversion activity of the tibialis posterior to dorsiflexion–eversion.

Hamstring lengthening behind the knee is generally needed if there is a knee-flexion contracture of more than 15°. After tendon lengthening and tendon transfer, postoperative bracing might be needed, which should be discussed preoperatively. Following tenotomy, bracing is always needed. When surgery is performed to maintain walking, the patient must be mobilised using a walker or crutches on the first or second postoperative day to prevent further disuse atrophy of lower-extremity muscles. Post-surgery walking must continue throughout limb immobilisation and post-cast rehabilitation. An experienced team with close coordination between the orthopaedic surgeon, physical therapist, and orthotist is required.

Late ambulatory phase

Despite promising early results, surgery in the late ambulatory phase has generally been ineffective and served to obscure the benefits gained by more timely and earlier interventions.

Early non-ambulatory phase

In the early non-ambulatory phase, some clinics perform extensive lower-extremity surgery and bracing to regain...
ambulation within 3–6 months after walking ability is lost. However, this is generally ineffective and not currently considered appropriate.

**Late non-ambulatory phase**
Severe equinus foot deformities of more than 30° can be corrected with heel-cord lengthening or tenotomy and varus deformities (if present) with tibialis posterior tendon transfer, lengthening, or tenotomy. This is done for specific symptomatic problems, generally to alleviate pain and pressure, to allow the patient to wear shoes, and to correctly place the feet on wheelchair footrests. This approach is not recommended as routine.

**Assistive/adaptive devices for function**
AFOs are not indicated for use during ambulation because they typically limit compensatory movements needed for efficient ambulation, add weight that can compromise ambulation, and make it difficult to rise from the floor. During the late ambulatory stage, a KAFO with locked knee might prolong ambulation but is not essential.

During the early ambulatory stage, a lightweight manual mobility device is appropriate to allow the child to be pushed on occasions when long-distance mobility demands exceed endurance. In the late ambulatory stage, an ultra lightweight manual wheelchair with solid seat and back, seating to support spinal symmetry and neutral lower extremity alignment, and swing-away footrests is necessary. In the early non-ambulatory stage, a manual wheelchair with custom seating and recline features might serve as a necessary back-up to a powered wheelchair.

As functional community ambulation declines, a powered wheelchair is advocated. Increasingly, rehabilitation providers recommend custom seating and power-positioning components for the initial powered wheelchair, to include a headrest, solid seat and back, lateral trunk supports, power tilt and recline, power-adjustable seat height, and power-elevating leg rests (with swing-away or flip-up footrests to facilitate transfers). Some recommend power standing chairs. Additional custom seating modifications could include a pressure-relieving cushion, hip guides, and flip-down knee adductors.

As upper-extremity strength declines, referral to a specialist in rehabilitation assistive technology is necessary for evaluation of alternative computer or environmental control access, such as a tongue-touch control system, switch scanning, infrared pointing, or eye-gaze selection.

Other adaptations in the late ambulatory and non-ambulatory stages could include an elevated lap tray, with adaptive straw, hand-free water pouch, and/or turntable (indicated if the hand cannot be brought to the mouth or if biceps strength is grade 2/5), power adjustable bed with pressure relief cushion or mattress, bathing and bathroom equipment, and transfer devices, including a hydraulic patient lift, ceiling lift (hoist), slide sheets, and environmental control options.

**Recommendations for exercise**
Limited research has been carried out on the type, frequency, and intensity of exercise that is optimum in DMD. Many recommendations are made on the basis of the known pathophysiology and animal studies showing contraction-induced muscle injury in dystrophinopathy. Submaximum, aerobic exercise/activity is recommended by some clinicians, especially early in the course of the disease when residual strength is higher, whereas others emphasise avoidance of overexertion and overwork weakness.

High-resistance strength training and eccentric exercise are inappropriate across the lifespan owing to concerns about contraction-induced muscle-fibre injury. To avoid disuse atrophy and other secondary complications of inactivity, it is necessary that all boys who are ambulatory or in the early non-ambulatory stage participate in regular submaximum (gentle) functional strengthening/activity, including a combination of swimming-pool exercises and recreation-based exercises in the community. Swimming, which might have benefits for aerobic conditioning and respiratory exercise, is highly recommended from the early ambulatory to early non-ambulatory phases and could be continued in the non-ambulatory phase as long as it is medically safe. Additional benefits might be provided by low-resistance strength training and optimisation of upper body function. Significant muscle pain or myoglobinuria in the 24-h period after a specific activity is a sign of overexertion and contraction-induced injury, and if this occurs the activity should be modified.

**Skeletal management**

**Spinal management**
Patients not treated with glucocorticoids have a 90% chance of developing significant progressive scoliosis and a small chance of developing vertebral compression fractures due to osteoporosis. Daily glucocorticoid treatment has been shown to reduce the risk of scoliosis, however, risk of vertebral fracture is increased. Whether glucocorticoids reduce the risk of scoliosis in the long term or simply delay its onset is, as yet, unclear. Spinal care should involve an experienced spinal surgeon, and comprises scoliosis monitoring, support of spinal/pelvic symmetry and spinal extension by the wheelchair seating system, and (in patients using glucocorticoids, in particular) monitoring for painful vertebral body fractures. Monitoring for scoliosis should be by clinical observation through the ambulatory phase, with spinal radiography warranted only if scoliosis is observed. In the non-ambulatory phase, clinical assessment for scoliosis is essential at each visit. Spinal radiography is indicated as a baseline assessment for all patients around the time that wheelchair dependency begins with a sitting anteroposterior full-spine radiograph and lateral projection film. An anteroposterior spinal radiograph is warranted annually for curves of less than 15–20° and every 6 months for curves of more than 20°, irrespective.
of glucocorticoid treatment, up to skeletal maturity. Gaps of more than a year between radiographs increase the risk of missing a worsening of scoliosis. After skeletal maturity, decisions about radiographs again relate to clinical assessment.

Spinal fusion is done to straighten the spine, prevent further worsening of deformity, eliminate pain due to vertebral fracture with osteoporosis, and slow the rate of respiratory decline. Anterior spinal fusion is in-appropriate in DMD. Posterior spinal fusion is warranted only in non-ambulatory patients who have spinal curvature of more than 20°, are not on glucocorticoids, and have yet to reach skeletal maturity. In patients on glucocorticoids, surgery might also be warranted if curve progression continues and is associated with vertebral fractures and pain after optimisation of medical therapy to strengthen the bones, irrespective of skeletal maturation.

When deciding the extent of surgical stabilisation for scoliosis, if there is pelvic obliquity of more than 15°, it is necessary to perform correction and stabilisation with bone fusion from the upper thoracic region to the sacrum. If there is no pelvic obliquity, these recommendations can also be used, but fusion to the fifth lumbar vertebra is also effective. Use of a thoraco-lumbar-sacral orthosis is inappropriate if surgery is to be done, but it can be considered for patients unable to undergo spinal fusion.

### Bone-health management

Bone health is an important part of the lifelong care of patients with DMD. Two previous consensus statements have been published. Figure 1 outlines the risk factors, possible assessments, and treatment strategies for patients who have DMD. Awareness of potential problems and means to assess these problems and interventions are important, preferably in conjunction with local specialists in bone health and endocrine assessment. This is an area in which further research is needed to establish parameters for best practice.

### Fracture management

Fractures are common in DMD and an increased frequency of fractures has been observed with glucocorticoid treatment. Taking into account the guidelines for safe anaesthesia in DMD, internal fixation is warranted for severe lower-limb fractures in ambulatory patients to allow prompt rehabilitation and the greatest possible chance of maintaining ambulation. In the non-ambulatory patient, the requirement for internal fixation is less acute. Splinting or casting of a fracture is necessary for the non-ambulatory patient, and is appropriate in an ambulatory patient if it is the fastest and safest way to promote healing and does not compromise ambulation during healing.

### Respiratory management

The aim of respiratory care is to allow timely prevention and management of complications. A structured, proactive approach to respiratory management that includes use of assisted cough and nocturnal ventilation has been shown to prolong survival. Patients with DMD are at risk of respiratory complications as their condition deteriorates due to progressive loss of respiratory muscle strength. These complications include ineffective cough, nocturnal hypoventilation, sleep disordered breathing, and ultimately daytime respiratory failure.

Guidelines for respiratory management in DMD have already been published. The care team must include a physician and therapist with skill in the initiation and management of non-invasive ventilation and associated interfaces, lung-volume recruitment techniques, and manual and mechanically assisted cough. Assessments and interventions will need to be re-evaluated as the condition changes. In the ambulatory stage, minimum assessment of pulmonary function (such as measurement of forced vital capacity at least annually) allows familiarity with the equipment and

---

### Table: Bone-health management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bone-health issues</th>
<th>Recommended bone-health assessments</th>
<th>Possible bone-health interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying factors for poor bone health</td>
<td>Suggested tests</td>
<td>Bone imaging* study indications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased mobility</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>DEXA scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle weakness</td>
<td>• Calcium</td>
<td>• Obtain a baseline at:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucocorticoid therapy</td>
<td>• Phosphate</td>
<td>Age 3+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resulting in:</td>
<td>• Alkaline phosphatase</td>
<td>Start of glucocorticoid therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractures (long bone and vertebral)</td>
<td>• 25-OH vitamin D level (in springtime or bi-annually)</td>
<td>Repeat annually for those at risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteopenia</td>
<td>• Consider: magnesium, PTH level</td>
<td>History of fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoporosis</td>
<td>• DEXA scan</td>
<td>On chronic glucocorticoid therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyphoscoliosis</td>
<td>Spine radiograph</td>
<td>DEXA Z score &lt;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone pain</td>
<td>• If kyphoscoliosis is noted on clinical examination therapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced quality of life</td>
<td>• If back pain is present, to assess vertebral compression fracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone age (left wrist) radiography</td>
<td>To assess growth failure (on or off glucocorticoid therapy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Bone-health management

Information provided in this figure was not derived from RAND Corporation–University of California Los Angeles Appropriateness Method data and was produced solely using expert discussion. DEXA=–dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry. PTH=parathyroid hormone. All imaging assessments should be done at a facility capable of performing and interpreting age-appropriate studies. A DEXA scan is a better measure than plain film radiographs for detection of osteopenia or osteoporosis. DEXA scans, to assess bone mineral content or body composition, need to be interpreted as a Z score for children and a T score for adults (compared with age-matched and sex-matched controls). Spinew radiographs (posterior/anterior and lateral views) are used for the assessment of scoliosis, bone pain, and compression fractures. It is preferable to obtain them in the standing position, especially if bone pain is the presenting symptom. Useful information can still be obtained in the sitting position for the non-weight-bearing patient. Bone-age measurements should be done in patients with growth failure (height for age <5% percentile or if linear growth is faltering). If abnormal (>2 SD below the mean), a referral needs to be made to a paediatric endocrinologist.
the team can assess the maximum respiratory function achieved. The main need for pulmonary care is in the period after the loss of independent ambulation. The pulmonary section of figure 2 in part 1 of this Review links these assessments and interventions to the various stages of disease, and comprises a respiratory action plan that should be enacted with increasing disease severity.1 Although the expert panel recognises that assisted ventilation via tracheostomy can prolong survival, the schema is intended to advocate strongly for the use of non-invasive modes of assisted ventilation. Particular attention to respiratory status is required around the time of planned surgery (see below).

Immunisation with 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine is indicated for patients aged 2 years and older. Annual immunisation with trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine is indicated for patients 6 months of age and older. Neither the pneumococcal vaccine nor the influenza vaccine are live vaccines, so can be administered to patients treated with glucocorticoids, but the immune response to vaccination might be diminished. Up-to-date and detailed information on immunisation indications, contraindications, and schedules can be obtained from various sources, including the American Academy of Pediatrics and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

During an established infection, in addition to use of manually and mechanically assisted cough, antibiotics are necessary, irrespective of oxygen saturation if positive evidence of an infection is established on culture, and irrespective of culture results if pulse oximetry remains below 95% in room air. Supplemental oxygen therapy should be used with caution because oxygen therapy can apparently improve hypoxaemia while masking the underlying cause, such as atelectasis or hypoventilation. Oxygen therapy may impair central respiratory drive and exacerbate hyperventilation.12,14,15 If a patient has hypoxaemia due to hypoventilation, retained respiratory secretions, and/or atelectasis, then manual and mechanically assisted cough and non-invasive ventilatory support are necessary.16 Substitution of these methods by oxygen therapy is dangerous.17

Cardiac management

Cardiac disease in DMD manifests most often as a cardiomyopathy and/or cardiac arrhythmia.38–36 The myocardium at autopsy displays areas of myocyte hypertrophy, atrophy, and fibrosis.107 Progressive cardiomyopathy is currently a major source of morbidity and mortality in DMD and Becker muscular dystrophy, particularly since advances have been made in the treatment of the muscle disease and pulmonary function.30,31,48,138,188 The natural history of cardiac disease in DMD requires further study, especially to define its onset more precisely with newer imaging technologies; however, there is clearly disease in the myocardium long before the onset of clinical symptoms.184,188–192

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient's status</th>
<th>Recommended measurements to be taken during each clinic visit</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambulatory and age 6 years or older</td>
<td>Sitting FVC</td>
<td>At least annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ambulatory</td>
<td>Oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry</td>
<td>At least every 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ambulatory and any of the following</td>
<td>Awake end-tidal CO2 level by capnography†</td>
<td>At least annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Suspected hypoventilation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• FVC &lt;50% predicted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Current use of assisted ventilation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Respiratory assessment (in the clinic) of patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy

FVC=forced vital capacity. *Also measure end-tidal CO2 any time that a patient with an FVC of <50% predicted has a respiratory infection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient's status</th>
<th>Recommended measurements to be taken in a home setting</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During acute respiratory infections, if baseline peak cough flow is &lt;270 L/min*</td>
<td>Pulse oximetry (if available)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any time baseline peak cough flow is &lt;160 L/min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs/symptoms of hypoventilation†</td>
<td>Assessment of gas exchange during sleep (home or laboratory setting)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline FVC &lt;40% predicted and/or awake baseline blood or ETCO2 &gt;45 mm Hg and/or awake baseline SpO2 &lt;95%</td>
<td>Assessment of gas exchange during sleep* (home or laboratory setting)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVC &lt;1·25 L (in any teenager or older patient)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Respiratory assessment (at home) of patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy

ETCO2=end-tidal CO2, FVC=forced vital capacity. SpO2=pulse oximetry. *All specified threshold values of peak cough flow and maximum expiratory pressure apply to older teenage and adult patients. †Signs/symptoms of hypoventilation include fatigue, dyspnoea, morning or continuous headaches, sleep dysfunction (frequent nocturnal awakenings >3, difficult arousal), hypersomnolence, awakenings with dyspnoea and tachycardia, difficulty with concentration, frequent nightmares. ‡Dual-channel oximetry-capnography in the home is strongly recommended; other recommended methods include home oximetry during sleep and polysomnography, the method of choice being determined by local availability, expertise, and clinician preference.
Panel 1: Respiratory interventions indicated in patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy

Step 1: volume recruitment/deep lung inflation technique
Volume recruitment/deep lung inflation technique (by self-inflating manual ventilation bag or mechanical insufflation–exsufflation) when FVC <40% predicted

Step 2: manual and mechanically assisted cough techniques
Necessary when:
- Baseline peak cough flow <160 L/min or maximum expiratory pressure <40 cm water
- Baseline FVC <40% predicted or <1.25 L in older teenager/adult

Step 3: nocturnal ventilation
Nocturnal ventilation is indicated in patients who have any of the following:
- Signs or symptoms of hypoventilation (patients with FVC <30% predicted are at especially high risk)
- A baseline SpO₂ <95% and/or blood or end-tidal CO₂ >45 mm Hg while awake
- An apnoea–hypopnoea index >10 per hour on polysomnography or four or more episodes of SpO₂ <92% or drops in SpO₂ of at least 4% per hour of sleep

Optimally, use of lung volume recruitment and assisted cough techniques should always precede initiation of non-invasive ventilation

Step 4: daytime ventilation
In patients already using nocturnally assisted ventilation, daytime ventilation is indicated for:
- Self extension of nocturnal ventilation into waking hours
- Abnormal deglutition due to dyspnoea, which is relieved by ventilatory assistance
- Inability to speak a full sentence without breathlessness, and/or
- Symptoms of hypventilation with baseline SpO₂ <95% and/or blood or end-tidal CO₂ >45 mm Hg while awake

Continuous non-invasive assisted ventilation (with mechanically assisted cough) can facilitate endotracheal extubation for patients who were intubated during acute illness or during anaesthesia, followed by weaning to nocturnal non-invasive assisted ventilation, if applicable

Step 5: tracheostomy
Indications for tracheostomy include:
- Patient and clinician preference
- Patient cannot successfully use non-invasive ventilation
- Inability of the local medical infrastructure to support non-invasive ventilation
- Three failures to achieve extubation during critical illness despite optimum use of non-invasive ventilation and mechanically assisted cough
- The failure of non-invasive methods of cough assistance to prevent aspiration of secretions into the lung and drops in oxygen saturation below 95% or the patient’s baseline, necessitating frequent direct tracheal suctioning via tracheostomy

FVC=forsed vital capacity. SpO₂=pulse oximetry. *All specified threshold values of peak cough flow and maximum expiratory pressure apply to older teenage and adult patients. †Recommended for nocturnal use: non-invasive ventilation with pressure-cycled bi-level devices or volume-cycled ventilators or combination volume-pressure ventilators. In bi-level or pressure support modes of ventilation, add a back-up rate of breathing. Recommended interfaces include a nasal mask or a nasal pillow. Other interfaces can be used and each has its own potential benefits. ‡Recommended for day-use: non-invasive ventilation with portable volume cycled or volume-pressure ventilators; bi-level devices are an alternative. A mouthpiece interface is strongly recommended during day use of portable volume-cycled or volume-pressure ventilators, but other ventilator-interface combinations can be used depending on clinician preference and patient comfort. §§However, the panel advocates the long-term use of non-invasive ventilation up to and including 24 h/day in eligible patients.

In the traditional reactive approach, failure to see a cardiac specialist until late in the disease, after clinical manifestations of cardiac dysfunction are evident, have led to late treatment and poor outcomes. Clinical manifestations of heart failure (fatigue, weight loss, vomiting, abdominal pain, sleep disturbance, and inability to tolerate daily activities) are often unrecognised until very late owing to musculoskeletal limitations.

Two overlapping sets of published guidelines on the cardiac care of patients who have DMD are currently available. The care team should include a cardiac specialist who should be involved with the patient and family after confirmation of the diagnosis, not only to manage cardiomyopathy, but also to initiate a relationship to ensure long-term cardiovascular health.

Baseline assessment of cardiac function should be done at diagnosis or by the age of 6 years, especially if this can be done without sedation. Clinical judgment should be used for patients under the age of 6 years who require sedation. The recommendation to initiate echocardiographic screening at the time of diagnosis or by the age of 6 years was judged necessary, even though the incidence of echocardiographic abnormalities is low in children aged less than 8–10 years. However, there are cases in which abnormalities do exist, which can affect clinical decision making, including decisions about the initiation of corticosteroids and planning for any anaesthesia. A baseline echocardiogram obtained at this age also allows for screening for anatomical abnormalities (eg, atrial or ventricular septal defects, patent ductus arteriosus), which might affect long-term cardiovascular function.

Minimum assessment should include, although is not limited to, an electrocardiogram and a non-invasive cardiac imaging study (ie, echocardiogram). Assessment of cardiac function should occur at least once every 2 years until the age of 10 years. Annual complete cardiac assessments should begin at the age of 10 years or at the onset of cardiac signs and symptoms if they occur earlier.

Abnormalities of ventricular function on non-invasive cardiac imaging studies warrant increased surveillance (at least every 6 months) and should prompt initiation of pharmacological therapy, irrespective of the age at which they are detected.

Consideration should be given to the use of angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors as first-line therapy. β blockers and diuretics are also appropriate, and published guidelines should be followed for the management of heart failure. Recent evidence from clinical trials supports the treatment of cardiomyopathy associated with DMD before signs of abnormal functioning. Further studies are awaited to allow firm recommendations to be made.

Signs or symptoms of abnormalities of cardiac rhythm should be promptly investigated with Holter or event monitor recording and should be treated. Sinus tachycardia is common in DMD, but is also noted in systolic dysfunction. New-onset sinus tachycardia in the absence of a clear cause should prompt assessment, including that of left-ventricular function.

Individuals on glucocorticoids need additional monitoring from the cardiovascular perspective, particularly for...
Nutritional, swallowing, gastrointestinal, and speech and language management

Patients might be at risk of both undernutrition/malnutrition and being overweight/obese at different ages and under different circumstances, in addition to deficiencies in calorie, protein, vitamin, mineral, and fluid intake. In later stages, pharyngeal weakness leads to dysphagia, further accentuating nutritional issues and gradual loss of respiratory muscle strength, combined with poor oral intake, and can result in severe weight loss and the need to consider tube feeding. Constipation might also be seen, typically in older patients and after surgery. With increasing survival, other complications are being reported, including gastric and intestinal dilatation related to air swallowing due to ventilator use, or more rarely to delayed gastric emptying and ileus. As the condition progresses, access to a dietitian or nutritionist, a swallowing/speech and language therapist, and a gastroenterologist is needed for the following reasons: (1) to guide the patient to maintain good nutritional status to prevent both undernutrition/malnutrition and being overweight/obese, and to provide a well-balanced, nutrient-complete diet (adding tube feeding, if necessary); (2) to monitor and treat swallowing problems (dysphagia) to prevent aspiration and weight loss, and to assess and treat delayed speech and language problems; and (3) to treat the common problems of constipation and gastro-oesophageal reflux with both medication and non-medication therapies.

Nutritional management

Maintaining good nutritional status, defined as weight for age or body-mass index for age from the 10th to 85th percentiles on national percentile charts, is essential. Poor nutrition can potentially have a negative effect on almost every organ system. Anticipatory guidance and prevention of undernutrition/malnutrition and being overweight/obese should be goals from diagnosis throughout life. The monitoring and triggers for referral to an expert dietitian/nutritionist in DMD are described in panel 2.\textsuperscript{108-112} Diet should be assessed for energy, protein, fluid, calcium, vitamin D, and other nutrients. We recommend that each patient should receive a daily multivitamin supplement with vitamin D and minerals. If this is not general practice, a computer nutrient analysis of the patient’s diet can provide evidence for the possible need for specific foods or nutrient supplements. If there is a suspicion of undernutrition/malnutrition and poor intake, serum vitamin concentrations can be obtained and supplements could be recommended. Nutritional recommendations with regard to bone health are shown in figure 1.

Swallowing management

Clinical swallowing examination is indicated if there is unintentional weight loss of 10% or more or a decline in the expected age-related weight gain. Prolonged meal times (>30 min) or meal times accompanied by fatigue, excessive spilling, drooling, pocketing, or any other clinical indicators of dysphagia make referral necessary, as do persistent coughing, choking, gagging, or wet vocal quality during eating or drinking.\textsuperscript{113} An episode of aspiration pneumonia, unexplained decline in pulmonary function, or fever of unknown origin might be signs of unsafe swallowing, necessitating assessment. There might be contributory factors for weight loss due to complications in other systems, such as cardiac or respiratory compromise.

A videofluoroscopic study of swallowing (also referred to as a modified barium swallow) is necessary for patients with clinical indicators of possible aspiration and pharyngeal dysmotility.\textsuperscript{114} Swallowing interventions and compensatory strategies are appropriate for patients with dysphagia. These should be delivered by a speech and language pathologist, with training and expertise in the treatment of oral-pharyngeal dysphagia, who can assess the likely appropriateness of interventions and deliver an individualised dysphagia treatment plan with the aim of preserving optimum swallowing function.

As the disease progresses, most patients begin to experience increasing difficulty with chewing and subsequently exhibit pharyngeal-phase swallowing deficits in young adulthood.\textsuperscript{115-118} The onset of dysphagia symptoms can be gradual and the impact of oral-pharyngeal dysphagia might be under-recognised and under-reported by patients.\textsuperscript{119} This leads to risk of complications, such as aspiration and inability to take in enough fluids and food energy to maintain weight.\textsuperscript{105-110}

Weight problems can also be due to an inability to meet the increased effort of breathing.\textsuperscript{110-119}

When it is no longer possible to maintain weight and hydration by oral means, gastric-tube placement should be offered. Discussions between other specialists and the family should involve explanations of the potential risks
and benefits of the procedure. A gastrostomy can be placed endoscopically or via open surgery, taking into account anaesthetic and ethical considerations and family and personal preference.

Gastrointestinal management
Constipation and gastro-oesophageal reflux are the two most common gastrointestinal conditions seen in children with DMD in clinical practice. Stool softeners, laxatives, and stimulants are necessary if the patient has acute constipation or faecal impaction, and use of enemas might be needed occasionally. Daily use of laxatives, such as milk of magnesia, lactulose, or polyethylene glycol, is necessary if symptoms persist. In the case of persistent constipation, adequacy of free fluid intake should be determined and addressed. In cases of faecal impaction, manual/digital disimpaction under sedation or general anaesthesia is of uncertain benefit. Enemas, stimulant laxatives, such as dulcolax and senna, and stool softeners can be tried before considering manual disimpaction. Milk and molasses enemas are not recommended for paediatric patients. Supplementation with dietary fibre for chronic or severe constipation might worsen symptoms, particularly if fluid intake is not increased.

Gastro-oesophageal reflux is typically treated with proton-pump inhibitors or H2 receptor antagonists, with prokinetics, sucralfate, and neutralising antacids as adjunctive therapies. Common practice is to prescribe acid blockers in children on corticosteroid therapy or oral bisphosphonates to avoid complications such as gastritis and to prevent reflux oesophagitis. It is necessary to recommend nutritional interventions for a patient who has symptoms suggestive of reflux.

Speech and language management
Delayed acquisition of early language milestones is common in boys who have DMD, with differences in language acquisition and language-skill deficits persisting throughout childhood. Referral to a speech and language pathologist for assessment and treatment is necessary on suspicion of difficulties with speech acquisition or with continuing deficits in language comprehension or oral expression. Oral motor exercises and articulation therapy are necessary for young boys with DMD with hypotonia and in older patients who have deteriorating oral muscle strength and/or impaired speech intelligibility. For older patients, compensatory strategies, voice exercises, and speech amplifications are appropriate if intelligibility deteriorates due to problems with respiratory support for speech and vocal intensity. Voice output communication aid assessment could be appropriate at all ages if speech output is limited.

Pain management
Pain of varying intensity occurs in DMD. Effective pain management requires accurate determination of the cause. Interventions to address pain include physical therapy, postural correction, appropriate and individualised orthoses, wheelchair and bed enhancements, and pharmacological approaches (eg, muscle relaxants and anti-inflammatory medications). Pharmacological interventions must take into account possible interactions with other medications (eg, steroids and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) and their side-effects, particularly those that might negatively affect cardiac or respiratory function. Rarely, orthopaedic intervention might be indicated for intractable pain that is amenable to surgery. Back pain, particularly in the context of glucocorticoid treatment, is an indication that a careful search for vertebral fractures is needed; such fractures respond well to bisphosphonate treatment and/or calcitonin. Research on effective pain interventions across the lifespan of individuals with DMD is warranted.

Surgical considerations
Various situations, related (muscle biopsy, joint contracture surgery, spinal surgery, and gastrostomy) and unrelated (intercurrent acute surgical events) to DMD, might require the use of general anaesthesia. There are several condition-specific issues that need to be taken into account for the planning of safe surgery. Surgery in a patient who has DMD should be done in a full-service hospital that has experience of patients with DMD. In addition, as with any situation in which
patients are on chronic corticosteroid treatment, consideration needs to be given to steroid cover over the period of surgery.\textsuperscript{151}

**Anaesthetic agents**

The exclusive use of a total intravenous anaesthetic technique is strongly recommended owing to the risk of malignant hyperthermia-like reactions and rhabdomyolysis with exposure to inhalational anaesthetic agents, such as halothane and isoflurane.\textsuperscript{152,153} Depolarising muscle relaxants, such as suxamethonium chloride, are absolutely contraindicated owing to the risk of fatal reactions.\textsuperscript{152,153}

**Blood loss**

To minimise blood loss and its effects intraoperatively in major surgeries, such as spinal fusion, it is necessary to use mildly hypotensive anaesthetics, crystalloid bone allograft, and cell-saver technology. Other interventions, such as the use of aminocaproic acid or tranexamic acid to diminish intraoperative bleeding, can be considered.\textsuperscript{154} Postoperative anticoagulation with heparin and/or aspirin is inappropriate. Use of compression stockings or sequential compression for prevention of deep-vein thrombosis might be indicated.

**Cardiac considerations**

An echocardiogram and electrocardiogram should be done before general anaesthesia. They should also be done if the patient is undergoing conscious sedation or regional anaesthesia if the last investigation was more than 1 year previously or if there had been an abnormal echocardiogram in the preceding 7–12 months. For local anaesthesia, an echocardiogram should be done if an abnormal result had been obtained previously.

**Respiratory considerations**

Respiratory interventions are intended to provide adequate respiratory support during induction of, maintenance of, and recovery from procedural sedation or general anaesthesia. In particular, they are designed to reduce the risk of post-procedure endotracheal extubation failure, postoperative atelectasis, and pneumonia.\textsuperscript{151} These goals can be achieved by providing non-invasively assisted ventilation and assisted cough after surgery for patients with significant respiratory-muscle weakness, as indicated by sub-threshold preoperative pulmonary function test results.

Preoperative training in and postoperative use of manual and assisted cough techniques are necessary for patients whose baseline peak cough flow is below 270 L/min or whose baseline maximum expiratory pressure is below 60 cm water (these threshold levels of peak cough flow and maximum expiratory pressure apply to older teenage and adult patients).\textsuperscript{155} Preoperative training in and postoperative use of non-invasive ventilation is strongly recommended for patients with a baseline forced vital capacity of below 50\% predicted and necessary with a forced vital capacity of below 30\% predicted.\textsuperscript{255} Incentive spirometry is not indicated owing to potential lack of efficacy in patients with respiratory-muscle weakness and the availability of preferred alternatives, such as mechanical insufflation–exsufflation. After careful consideration of the risks and benefits, patients with significant respiratory-muscle weakness might be eligible for surgery, albeit with increased risk, if these patients are highly skilled preoperatively in the use of non-invasive ventilation and assisted cough.\textsuperscript{156,157}

**Emergency-care considerations**

Because of the involvement of different systems in DMD, many factors must be taken into account on presentation of a patient to an emergency room. From the outset, the diagnosis, current medication, respiratory status, cardiac status, and associated medical disorders should be made clear to the emergency-room staff. Because many health professionals are not aware of the potential management strategies available for DMD, the current life expectancy and expected good quality of life should also be explained to reduce the risk of therapeutic nihilism in acute care. Chronic glucocorticoid use (if relevant) needs to be made clear, with its concomitant risk of reduced stress response, masking of infection, and possible gastric ulceration. Risk of respiratory failure supervening during an intercurrent infection is high in those with borderline respiratory function. Use of opiates and other sedating medication is essential, as is the use of oxygen without ventilation owing to the risk of hypercapnia. If nocturnal ventilation is already being used, then access to the ventilator is essential during any acute event or intervention. For patients who are already using ventilation, the team involved in the respiratory care of the patient should be contacted as soon as possible. Awareness of the risk of arrhythmias and cardiomyopathy is important. Anaesthetic issues, as previously discussed, need to be taken into account at all times if surgery or sedation is needed.

**Conclusions**

This Review is the result of the first international collaboration of a uniquely broad group of experts in DMD management to develop comprehensive care recommendations. This effort was supported by a rigorous method—the RAND Corporation–University of California Los Angeles Appropriateness Method—which expands the consensus-building process, not only to establish the parameters for optimum care, but also to identify areas of uncertainty in which further work is needed.

A model of care emerged during the process of evaluating assessments and interventions for DMD that emphasises the importance of multidisciplinary care for patients with DMD. For example, the input of physiotherapy, rehabilitation and orthopaedic management of contractures (where necessary) has to be taken as a whole, together with the impact of the use of corticosteroids, which in most boys has a significant effect on muscle
Search strategy and selection criteria

Peer-reviewed literature was searched using the key search terms of “Duchenne” or “muscular dystrophy”, or both, paired with one of 410 other search terms related to a comprehensive list of assessment tools and interventions used in DMD management. The full list of search terms is available on request. The databases used included Medline, Embase, Web of Science, and the Cochrane Library. Initial inclusion criteria consisted of available abstracts of human studies published in English between 1986 and 2006. Each working group also incorporated major articles from its discipline published before 1986 and from 2007 to mid-2009 in the process of discussions, final assessments, and write-up of recommendations.

strength and function. In this context, the various specialty reports are presented in this second part of the Review.

Clearly staged assessments and interventions have been described to address the cardiac and respiratory complications that are common in DMD and provide the framework for the safe management of these complications. Respiratory interventions, in particular the institution of nocturnal ventilation, have had a major effect on survival in DMD,4514 and early indications are that prompt recognition and treatment of deterioration in cardiac status will also have a significant impact.1921 Further trials are awaited to determine the optimum timing to start cardioactive treatment. In the meantime, the recommendations presented here are consistent with previously published guidelines,1921 and most importantly reinforce the need for active engagement with a cardiologist at every stage of the condition.

In other areas, including management of complications of the gastrointestinal tract, less work had been done previously, but we conclude that proactive management in this area is important. An increasing awareness of the possibility of gastrointestinal complications in DMD is needed; this area has been relatively poorly studied until now and will merit further investigation in emerging adult populations with DMD to delineate the burden of disease in these patients and its optimum management.

We are in an unprecedented era of hope for therapies for DMD based on the underlying molecular basis of the disease. In the meantime, these care recommendations have been developed with the support of and input from stakeholders in the DMD community to be used as the current and future benchmark for anticipatory planning, appropriate surveillance, and interventions in all areas of this complex disease. It is hoped that they will provide a catalyst to improve care for patients with DMD worldwide.
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